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A decade or two ago there was a dearth of books either providing practical advice on carrying out
educational research, or on the underlying theoretical issues (except from the perspective of the
scientific research paradigm). These days the situation has been reversed, and there is a wealth of
books available. Below, are listed a number of recent or classic references on educational research
methodology which research students and other educational researchers have found useful. It is
neither a complete list, nor should you necessarily feel the need to read all the books mentions: thus
would be unrealistic. The references are arranged in three sections according to the type of use that
you might make of them. )

This book is practical rather than philosophical, and it offers valuable treatments of the important
issues of developing research questions and a research proposal, and the writing up a report or
dissertation. It includes a number of other useful things, including the anti-sexist language guidelines
from the British Sociological Association as an appendix.

This provides a well grounded introduction to ethnographic and qualitative research methods,
located in the interpretative research paradigm. It discusses sociological and social science
research, and is not specifically directed at education, but a number of educational researchers
have found it to be of value.

There are a couple of series of monographs on educational research methods, which provide brief,
sometimes penetrating accounts of specific research approaches and methods. These consist of
several dozen specialist monographs. There are the University of Nottingham RediGuides to
educational research. There are 32 in the series at last count, and they cover a whole range of
single issues in educational research, for example: (2) Evaluating the literature, (7) Attitude
Assessment, (15) Historical Research, (16) Researching into the Curriculum, (23) Writing Research
Reports, (26) Case Study.

Sage publish two series of research approaches and methods, each including several dozen
specialist monographs. One is on qualitative methods, and has some fascinating titles. Another is on
quantitative methods, and covers particular statistical and data collection techniques (interviews,
questionnaires, etc.). All of these are variable in quality, but some are excellent and can provide very
useful details when you have a good idea of the type of research method you want to use.

This book provides a valuable resource for the philosophical and theoretical underpinnings of
educational research methodology. It discusses sociological and philosophical theories in some
depth, and provides a useful overview of the key ideas and issues in the context of doing social
science research.

This book offers a valuable overview of modern philosophical schools and positions, explained
briefly but not superficially, with good references at the end of each section for further reading. It
treats Marxist philosophy and Critical Theory, Hermeneutics, Phenomenology, Structuralism
post-structuralism, Logical philosophy, Realism and Empiricism, Wittgenstein's philosophy, Ordinary
language philosophy, and Philosophy of Science.

According to the Foundation's website, "the fellowship is not a reward for past accomplishment, but
rather an investment in a person's originality, insight, and potential." The current prize is $625,000
paid over five years in quarterly installments. This figure was increased from $500,000 in 2013 with



the release of a review of the MacArthur Fellows Program. As of 2007[update], the Program has
awarded more than $350 million to 756 recipients as young as 18 and as old as 82.[1] The award
has been called "one of the most significant awards that is truly 'no strings attached.'"[2]

The Program has no applicationâ€”an anonymous group nominates potential Fellows and
recommends them to an anonymous selection committee of about a dozen people. The committee
reviews all nominees and recommends recipients to the President and board of directors. Most new
Fellows first learn of their nomination upon receiving a congratulatory phone call. MacArthur Fellow
James Collins describes this experience in an editorial column of The New York Times.[3]

Weather, War and Mathematics, Review of The Forgiving Air: Understanding Environmental Change
by Richard C.J. Somerville, The Collected Papers of Lewis Fry Richardson edited by Oliver M.
Ashford et al., and Prophet or Professor? The Life and Work of Lewis Fry Richardson by Oliver M.
Ashford, SIAM News, November 1996 (29:9)

Testing: One, Two, Three; Testing: One, . . . Can You Hear Me Back There? Review of Executive
Summary, Third International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS). By William Schmidt; A
TIMSS Primer: Lessons and Implications for U.S. Education. By Harold W. Stevenson; The
Rationality and Irrationality of International Comparative Studies. By Christine Keitel and Jeremy
Kilpatrick; and Tinkering with TIMSS. By Gerald W. Bracey, SIAM News, March 22, 1999

Review of Widmung, Welterkläng und Wissenschaftslegitimisierung: Titelbilder und ihre Funktionen
in der Wissenschaftlichen Revolution. [Dedications, Explanations of the World, and the
Legitimization of Science: The Function of Title-Page Frontispieces During the Scientific Revolution.]
By Volker Remmert, SIAM News, October 21, 2006
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